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RATED ONE OF THE 
TOP CONFERENCES, 
NOT TO BE MISSED

Discover
Discover new technologies and practices by joining thought leaders, decision 
makers, DevOps practitioners and Cloud Native communities. With amazing 
local and International speakers, you’ll learn from  experts , how to build, 
secure and release software faster. 

Opportunities
Boost your tech team’s performance via current DevOps Practices – as 
companies share best practices, as well as experiences on how the DevOps 
Culture as been adopted and the impact it has made on their teams.

Technology
Learn about the latest technologies, products and services from global leaders

Cloud
Immerse yourself in the world of Cloud; exchange insights; discuss cyber 
security; find out how other organizations use it,  develop it and how it has 
impacted their business.

WHAT TO EXPECT
2 Day conference with national and international speakers 

Engage with globally recognised companies and speakers

Visit exhibits

Collaborate with others in your field

Network at our nightly cocktail functions

Attend optional workshops

For more information or to register as a delegate, 
speaker or sponsor –  visit talksplus.com or contact us 

via email dotc@talksplus.com

DevOps Talks Conference (DOTC)
DevOps Talks Conference (DOTC) aims to attract leaders and engineers who
are practicing DevOps in startups and leading-edge enterprise companies.
World-class speakers from cutting-edge IT startups and enterprises such as
CHEF, New Relic, Google Cloud, Rancher Labs, JFrog, Scalyr, CyberArk and 
Microsoft Azure present about DevOps, Cyber Security, Containers, Cloud, 
Serverless, SRE, Blockchain, ChatOps and other advanced high tech subjects 
and new technologies.

Explore the latest thinking, leverage from industry experts and 
world-class leaders 

2020 CONFERENCES SCHEDULE

MELBOURNE  19-20,MARCH

DEVOPS TALKS CONFERENCE

Australia   |   New Zealand   |  Singapore

DEVOPS TALKS CONFERENCE

PREVIOUS SPONSORS

SINGAPORE  18-19, AUGUST

AUCKLAND  24-25, MARCH

SYDNEY  24-25, AUGUST

ENTERPRISE CLOUD 
CONFERENCE (ECC) 
MELBOURNE 27-28, AUGUST
www.cloud.talksplus.com

Enterprise Cloud Conference (ECC)
Driving and maintaining growth is at the forefront of the technology industry;
growth is driven by innovative technology, products, and services, as well as
the clock speed at which they need to be delivered to the customer.
Competition is fierce. 

ECC enables the Cloud Community to share experiences, ideas and provide a 
learning platform from which the exchange of knowledge has proven to be 
a powerful thing.

ECC connects heads of technology and platform engineering, cloud software 
engineers and architects, infrastructure and data engineers, front and back 
end developers and so many other experts in the field, as well as those in 
various StartUps and Leading Enterprise Companies who have a vested 
interest in working with this technology. 

Engage with Tech industry leaders, showcasing new innovative approaches; 
adopt new and exciting technology and enhance your own ecosystem 
development and practices.

DevOps Talks 
Conferences

Learn about the latest practices and technology which will help build and 
maintain resilient software systems

Drive your DevOps transformation

Boost tech team performance with DevOps

See how your culture impacts your operations

Attend optional workshops

www.devops.talksplus.com



"I’M LOVING THE CONFERENCE WE ARE HAVING A GREAT TIME ITS KIND OF INTERESTING, BECAUSE I HANG OUT A LOT 
AROUND SILICON VALLEY AND YOU HEAR A LOT ABOUT CULTURE AND DEVOPS VERY OFTEN, AND YOU COME OVER 
HERE AND THE MESSAGE IS ECHOED WITH YOU GUYS. 

John Willis, 
Former Director Development Ecosystem at Docker Inc 
 and Co-Author of the DevOps Handbook

KEY TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

www.devops.talksplus.com Shlomi Ben Haim
Co-Founder and CEO 

Had the pleasure in doing 
DevOps Talks 2019 in Australia. The 
combination of the right audience and 
great content was something you just 
couldn't miss! Melbourne's DevOps 
community, a blended engineers and 
managers crowd, and the impressive 
speakers' line-up made it one of the best 
conferences I attended this year. Great job 
Igor and team, thanks for the 
opportunity.

Alena Prokharchyk 
Senior Manager, Engineering  

DevOps Talks was one of the best 
conferences I had the honour to attend. The 
content and the audience spiked a log of 
thoughts, conversations and ideas. Igor 
Goulko - the founder - goes above and 
beyond making sure everyone gets the 
best experience. As a speaker, I 
appreciated preliminary meetings with the 
conference board and fellow speakers; it 
really makes travel experience and logistics 
smooth. As an attendee, I loved the variety 
of presenters and topics. I would 
recommend DevOps Talks to anyone who 
wants to learn about what's new is 
happening in the DevOps space, and 
experience the great vibe of Australia and 
New Zealand DevOps community.

Igor and team, thanks for the 

Alena Prokharchyk 
Senior Manager, Engineering  
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Alena Prokharchyk 
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JUSTIN GOULD 
Head of Product Engineering Practice

DAVE CORLET 
Head of Engineering 

PREVIOUS SPEAKERS

JESSICA DEEN
Senior Cloud Advocate 

Co-founder and CEO 

JENNIFER PETOFF 
Senior Program Manager 

CARMEL HINKS
Software Engineer 

MICHAEL CRACROFT 
Chief Security and Technology Officer 

MARK ANGRISH 
Head of Engineering 

YURI BELENKY  
Head of Technology

SAM KROONENBURG  

NATHEN HARVEY  
Developer Advocate 

ANDREW HATCH 
Head of Platform Engineering 

ELIZABETH LAWLER 
Vice President, DevOps Security 


